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Abstract
Delamination is one of the most critical failure modes of composite materials and structures. An approach to avoid 
conservative designs is to use more damage tolerant composite materials. For this approach to be successful, a reliable 
structural health monitoring system is required to detect and identify damage during operation. In this paper, the link 
between mode mixity and acoustic emission characteristics is investigated. While there is a large body of research on 
analysis of acoustic emission for different materials and loading cases, the current work is focused on simple acoustic 
emission features and examine their dependence on a wide range of mode mixities. It is shown that there is a strong 
dependence of the acoustic emission characteristics on the mode mixity and in particular between mode I dominated 
and mode II dominated fracture. The results obtained could be used to develop tools to identify the type of delamination 
in composite structures during operation.

Keywords Fracture energy · Acoustic emission · DCB · Mix mode fracture · Composites

1 Introduction

The requirement of stiff and lightweight structures in 
various applications such as wind energy, aerospace and 
marine leads to an increased use of composite materials 
(fibre reinforced plastics). Composite structures, however, 
contain both defects and imperfections from the manu-
facturing processes and damage that occurs due to usage 
or damage that develops during usage [1, 2]. The use of a 
conservative approach with sufficiently large safety factors 
allows the design of composite structures with explicitly 
addressing the defects and damage. Such a design phi-
losophy, however, leads to structures that are far from opti-
mum. To obtain cost-effective light-weight structures, the 
concept of damage tolerance was introduced in the 70s in 
the aerospace sector [3, 4]. It ensures that a structure can 
sustain certain level of damage that can be detected and 
repaired though regular inspection intervals [2].

The deterministic design approach with safety factors 
it can also result in unsafe designs (opposite to conserva-
tive design) due to inherent uncertainties of the composite 
structure at all composite levels [5]. More advanced proba-
bilistic design approaches, therefore, have been developed 
taking into account the scatter in the composite structural 
response [5, 6]. Optimal structural reliability can be deter-
mined by cost-benefit analysis [7, 8]. Although, probabil-
istic design can predict the risk of failure of a structure in 
average (in a group of structures), it cannot predict the risk 
of failure of a specific structure [9].

A different design approach, termed condition monitor-
ing and maintenance, was recently proposed by McGugan 
et al. [9]. It combines the use of damage tolerant compos-
ite materials and a structural health monitoring system 
to detect in-service damage in every individual structure. 
Knowing the extend of damage and damage type, mod-
els can be used to estimate the severity of damage and 
decide if a repair is necessary or the particular structure 
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can continue to safely operate. This approach requires a 
reliable structural health monitoring system to detect and 
characterise the damage in a structure.

Several methods have been developed to in-situ iden-
tify the damage state in a composite. Electrical resistance 
measurements can detect damage in conductive com-
posites such as carbon fibre reinforced polymers [10, 11] 
but not in glass fibre reinforced composites. Embedded 
Fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs), which measure changes in 
internal strain [12], can be used to detect damage events. 
FBGs have been successfully used to study delamination 
of composites under static and fatigue loading [13, 14]. 
Embedding however a number of a FBGs in large structure 
may lead to significant manufacturing issues in particular 
when vacuum infusion is used. Instead of embedded sens-
ing methods, surface sensing techniques may be easier to 
apply in practice. Acoustic Emission (AE), measuring stress 
waves with piezoelectric transducers, is a relatively easy 
method with respect to both monitoring and recording 
signals. Analysis and interpretation, however, of the AE 
data is still a challenge [15].

As mentioned above, the condition monitoring and 
maintenance approach is based on the use of damage tol-
erant materials. Composite materials can fail along weak 
planes by failure modes that create a large fibre bridging 
zone [16]. Fibre bridging can significantly increase the frac-
ture resistance [17] and therefore increase the damage tol-
erance. Unlike isotropic materials where the crack tends to 
follow a mode I path, in composite materials the crack can 
propagate along weak interfaces and thus fracture can be 
mixed mode [18, 19]. Figure 1a shows a schematic illustra-
tion of Double Cantilever Specimen (DCB) under arbitrary 
mixed mode loading (uneven pure bending moments) 
with a large fracture process zone.

The fracture process zone is divided in a crack tip frac-
ture process zone and a crack wake zone (or bridging 
zone) as shown in Fig. 1b. Usually, the size of the crack tip 
fracture process zone is much smaller than any dimension 
of the specimen (or structure). On the other hand, the size 
of the bridging zone is often comparable or even larger 
than some dimensions of a specimen (or structure). It is 
the fibre bridging zone that increases the damage toler-
ance of composite materials.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the 
Acoustic Emission (AE) characteristics of a unidirectional 
composite material exhibiting large scale fracture pro-
cess zone under mixed mode fracture. It is examined if 
the AE characteristics depend on the mode mixity and 
on the extend of the fracture process zone as it involves 
under increasingly applied load. It is envisioned that based 
on such knowledge, the type and damage size could be 
determined in a larger structure which is the prerequisite 
for the condition monitoring and maintenance approach. 

A unidirectional glass/epoxy composite material, typical in 
wind turbine blades, is used for this purpose.

2  Experimental procedure

2.1  Specimen manufacturing

A laminate was manufactured by vacuum infusion of an 
epoxy resin into layers of nearly unidirectional E-glass fab-
rics obtained from Saertex. The fabric consisted of 0◦ bun-
dles of 2400 tex and an area weight of 1134 g/m2 . The fibre 
diameter was 17 μ m. The area weight of the 90◦ bundles 
(support threads), with a tex value equal to 68, was 1134 g/
m2 . The diameter of the fibres was 10 μ m. The fibre bundles 
were stitched together using a polyester (110 dtex and 
12 g/m2 ) tricot-warp stitching. The epoxy matrix material, 
Araldite LY 1568, and the hardener, Aradur 3489 CH, were 
provided by Huntsman.

The fabrics were placed with the 90◦ bundles facing 
down. A 35 ± 15 μ m thick and 60 mm wide perforated 
release film was placed in the middle of the fabrics along 
one of the edges of the laminate. The perforated release 
film (slip foil) acted as crack starter and ensured good infu-
sion quality. Then, the epoxy resin was infused. The curing 
cycle was 19 h at 40 °C followed by 5 h at 75 °C. The Young’s 
modulus in the fibre direction, E11 , was equal to 38 GPa.

The test specimens (beams) were subsequently cut 
from the laminate. The specimen length, L, was 500 mm, 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1  Schematic illustration a of a DCB specimen under mixed 
mode loading and b for the fracture process zone composed of a 
crack tip fracture process zone and a bridging zone
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the width, B, was 30 mm and the height 2H was 14 mm 
(Fig. 2). Steel parts, to allow mounting of the specimens 
to the test fixture, were fitted to the composite beams 
by screws and glue. Pins were placed in the neutral axis 
of each beam at the end of the slip foil (see Fig. 2). The 
pins were used to mount an extensometer to measure 
the distance between the pins, �∗ , under loading, which 
is approximately equal to the end-opening of the fracture 
process zone.

2.2  Test procedure

The tests were performed using a test fixture which 
applies pure uneven bending moments ( M1 and M2 ) via 
two transverse arms as shown in Fig. 2a [20]. The moment 
ratio M1∕M2 was controlled by adjusting the length of the 
transverse (moment) arms since M1 = P�1 and M2 = P�2 . 
The force, P, was measured by two load cells and the aver-
age value was used to calculate the applied moments. The 
experiments were conducted at constant displacement 
rate of the lower beam (see Fig. 2a). The data from the load 
cells and extensometer were recorded with a frequency 
of 25 Hz.

To calculate the fracture energy, JR , the path independ-
ent J integral [21] is used. The J integral along the external 
boundaries of the DCB specimen and under plane strain 
conditions is given by [20]:

where M1 and M2 are measured during the experiment and 
�12 is the Poisson’s ratio with an assumed value equal to 
0.3. Equation 1 is valid for both small (Linear Elastic Frac-
ture Mechanics, LEFM) and large scale fracture problems. 
Under LEFM, the mode mixity is [22]:

The LEFM definition of the mode mixity will be used in the 
present study although the problem investigated is a large 
scale fracture problem. For this reason, the M1∕M2 ratio will 
be also given together with �.

The experiments were recorded with a video cam-
era (50 fps) to observe the development of the fracture 
process zone under loading. The video recording was 
also used to measure the end-opening, �∗ , e.g. the open-
ing at the end of the fracture process zone. Thus, the 
end-opening was measured both with the extensom-
eter and the video recording. �∗ was measured from 
the video recording using the digital image correlation 
software Gom Correlate. From the relative movement of 
two points, one on each beam of the DCB specimens, 

(1)Jext = (1 − 𝜈2
12
)
21(M2

1
+M2

2
) − 6M1M2
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Fig. 2  Schematic illustration 
of the a test fixture using a 
wire and rollers to apply pure 
uneven bending moments. As 
the lower beam moves in the 
x
1
 direction, the force in the 

wire increases, and b of the 
DCB specimen and position 
of the AE sensors. L = 500 
mm, 2H = 14 mm, B = 30 mm, 
a = 60 mm, d

1
= 10 mm and 

d
2
= 260 mm

(a) (b)
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as a function of the applied load (see Fig.  3), �∗ was 
calculated.

Crack growth initiation was detected visually assisted 
by the non-linearity of the J �∗ relationship and the acous-
tic emission activity with time. This value of the fracture 
energy, i.e. for crack initiation, is denoted as Jin . It should 
be emphasised that with this procedure, crack initiation 
is detected once the crack is approximately opened by 
20–40 μ m. More precise crack initiation detection should 
involve testing of the DCB specimens at the microscale e.g. 
inside a scanning electron microscope [23].

2.3  Acoustic emission

Two R15� narrow band resonant piezoelectric sensors 
from Physical Acoustics Corporation were mounted on the 
surface of the DCB specimens (see Fig. 2b). One sensor was 
placed close to the initial crack ( d1 = 10 mm) and the sec-
ond sensor at a large distance ( d2 = 260 mm). The sensors 
were used with the Micro-II Express acquisition system and 
the AEwinTM software from Physical Acoustics Corporation 

and includes a preamplifier. The AEwinTM software has the 
capability of reducing the AE signals into a set of features 
such as amplitude, rise time, duration, energy and counts 
as shown in Fig. 4.

In this paper, the AE temporal features (Fig. 4) are used 
to investigate the acoustic signature difference with the 
mode mixity. Other complex signal features such as a com-
bination of the features of Fig. 4 [24] or features from the 
signals frequency domain [25, 26] are not considered since 
separating the AE signals into groups or clusters [27, 28] is 
outside the scope of the present study. The basic AE fea-
tures shown in Fig. 4 have been used to correlate acoustic 
emission data to damage in composite materials [29–31].

3  Results

Figure 5 shows the fracture energy, JR , as function of the 
end-opening, �∗ , for four mode mixities 0◦ , 41◦ , 58◦ and 
88◦ . The cumulative acoustic events from AE sensor 1 are 

Fig. 3  Series of images, 
extracted from a video record-
ing, for a DCB specimen with 
� = 0◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= −1 ). A point 

on each beam of the DCB 
specimen is tracked by digital 
image correlation to measure 
the end-opening �∗
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also plotted (dashed lines) as function of the opening 
�∗ for a one specimen for each mode mixity. Each point 
represents the acoustic events occurred within 0.05 s, 
which corresponds to the applied moments acquisition 
frequency.

With increasing the applied load (moments), the 
crack tip moved along the specimen length ( x1 ). As �∗ 
increased, the fracture energy approached a steady-
state value, Jss , for all mode mixities. The cumulative 
acoustic events follow in a good agreement the fracture 
energy curves. The cumulative acoustic events increased 
rapidly up to the onset of the non-linearity of the JR-
�∗ curves. The non-linearity is associated with the crack 
growth initiation. Then, similar to the fracture energy, 
they approached a constant rate for large values of �∗ . 
Is interesting to observe that the number of cumulative 
acoustic events is very similar for � = 0◦ and 41◦ , and 
approximately 3 times smaller than for large mode mixi-
ties ( � = 58◦ and 88◦).

Fig. 4  A schematic Acoustic 
Emission (AE) signal with the 
waveform descriptors calcu-
lated by the acquisition system 
for each AE event

Fig. 5  Fracture energy, JR , 
and cumulative AE events (AE 
sensor 1) as a function of the 
end-opening, �∗ , for differ-
ent mode mixities. �t = 0.05 
s, M

1
∕M

2
= −1 → � = 0◦ , 

M
1
∕M

2
= 0 → � = 41◦ , 

M
1
∕M

2
= 0.30 → � = 58◦ and 

M
1
∕M

2
= 0.94 → � = 88◦

Fig. 6  Crack growth initiation value, Jin , and steady-state fracture 
energy, Jss , as a function of the mode mixity, �
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The crack growth initiation and steady-state values 
of JR with the mode mixity, �  , are summarised in Fig. 6. 
The fracture energy at the initiation of crack growth, Jin 
increases with increasing � in agreement with earlier stud-
ies on various material systems [22, 32–34]. For � = 88◦ , Jin 
is approximately 10 times the Jin value for � = 0◦.

The steady-state fracture energy, Jss , does not increase 
continuously with �  . Jss for � = 41◦ is larger than Jss for 
� = 58◦ . This highlights the importance of mix mode test-
ing. Relying only on pure mode I and mode II tests and 
then interpolate the fracture energy between the mode I 
and mode II values can result in incorrect variation of the 
fracture energy with mode mixity. Jss for � = 88◦ is about 
4.5 times larger than Jss for � = 0◦.

Figures 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the fracture energy 
curves as a function of the end-opening �∗ for � = 0◦ , 
41◦ , 58◦ and 88◦ , respectively. In contrast to Fig. 5, the 

acoustic emission events (from AE sensor 1) occurred in 
a time interval �t equal to 0.05 s (equal to the acquisition 
time interval for the moments) are plotted instead of the 
cumulative acoustic emission events. For all mode mixities, 
the number of acoustic emission events per �t increases 
rapidly as the moments increase and reaches a plateau 
value when the non-linearity of the JR − �∗ curves occurs. 
It is interesting to observe that the maximum number of 
acoustic events per �t is of the same order for all mode 
mixities.

For the mode I ( � = 0◦ ) there are several time intervals 
where the number of acoustic emission events drops to 
zero or well below 9 to 11 events. This is an indication of 
a non-uniform fracture process zone. In many instances, 
the drop of the number of acoustic events is attributed to 
a decrease of JR occurring when the DCB specimen par-
tially unloads due to crack growth. The partial unloading 

Fig. 7  Fracture energy, JR , and 
AE events (AE sensor 1) as a 
function of the end-opening, 
�∗ , for � = 0◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= −1 ). 

Every AE point is the sum of 
acoustic events in time interval 
�t = 0.05 s

Fig. 8  Fracture energy, JR , and 
AE events (AE sensor 1) as a 
function of the end-opening, 
�∗ , for � = 41◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= 0 ). 

Every AE point is the sum of 
acoustic events in time interval 
�t = 0.05 s
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of the DCB specimen is due to the constant rotation rate 
by which the experiments are conducted. Such a region 
of unloading is enclosed by the first rectangular in Fig. 7 

where acoustic activity is relatively lower. Unloading is fol-
lowed by loading ( JR increases) and the acousticemission 
activity increases again as shown in the region enclosed 

Fig. 9  Series of images, 
extracted from a video record-
ing, for a DCB specimen with 
� = 41◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= 0 ) showing 

the crack tip and fracture 
process zone

Fig. 10  Fracture energy, JR , and 
AE events (AE sensor 1) as a 
function of the end-opening, 
�∗ , for � = 58◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= 0.30 ). 

Every AE point is the sum of 
acoustic events in time interval 
�t = 0.05 s
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by the second rectangular. Images of the fracture process 
zone development with increasing �∗ are shown in Fig. 3. It 
can bee seen that the fracture process zone is not uniform. 
There are areas with fibres or bundles of fibres connecting 
the crack faces and areas where the crack faces are not 
bridged by fibres. These observations are in agreement 
with the acoustic emission events pattern of Fig. 11.

For � = 41◦ (Fig.  8), some differences in the acous-
tic emission events, compared to the mode I, can be 
observed. The time intervals where the number of acous-
tic emission events is low are fewer and most likely are 
associated with partial unloading of the specimen. Such a 
region of specimen unloading is enclosed by a rectangular 
(Fig. 8). Within this region (time interval), the number of 
acoustic events drops even to zero.

Figure 9 shows the fracture process zone for � = 41◦ 
with increasing �∗ . Compared to � = 0◦ (Fig. 3), the frac-
ture process zone is more uniform e.g. fibres or bundles of 
fibres connect the crack faces without regions where there 
are no bridging fibres. It is interesting also to observe the 
different orientation of the bridging fibres between � = 0◦ 
and � = 41◦.

Whereas the acoustic events for � = 0◦ and � = 41◦ 
are very similar, significant differences can be observed 
for � = 58◦ shown in Fig. 10. There are no time intervals 
where the number of acoustic emission events drops to 
zero and there are fewer regions where a decrease in the 
number of acoustic emission events is observed. The aver-
age number of acoustic events per �t is slightly higher 
than for � = 0◦ and � = 41◦ but more importantly the 
density of the AE points in Fig. 10 is about 2.5–3 times 
higher than in Figs. 7 and 8. This is because the duration 
of the experiments for � = 58◦ is approximately 2.5–3 
times longer than for � = 0◦ and � = 41◦ . It is mainly for 
this reason, that the cumulative AE events for � = 58◦ are 

approximately 3 times (at steady-state) higher than � = 0◦ 
and � = 41◦ (see Fig. 5).

The number of acoustic emission events per �t for 
� = 88◦ (Fig. 11) presents similarities with � = 58◦ . How-
ever, there are even fewer regions where the number of 
acoustic emission events drops and these regions are 
mainly in the rising part of the fracture energy curve. It is 
interesting to observe that in the steady-state region the 
number of acoustic events per time interval is remarkably 
constant. Only for very large end-openings, the number 
acoustic emission events drops. It should be mentioned 
that the duration of the � = 88◦ experiments was shorter 
than for � = 58◦ ( ≈ 15%). On the other hand, the aver-
age number of acoustic emission events is slightly higher 
than for � = 58◦ . As a result, the cumulative AE events, at 
steady-state, for � = 88◦ is slightly lower than for � = 58◦.

The fracture process zone for � = 88◦ (near mode II) 
with increasing end-opening, �∗ is shown in Fig. 12. A clear 
difference with respect to the mode I dominated fracture 
process zones (Figs. 3, 9) can be observed. For � = 88◦ , the 
fracture process zone is much larger in length and the fibre 
bridging pattern within the fracture process zone is very 
uniform. This is in agreement with the results presented 
above showing a much larger end-opening to attain the 
steady-state fracture energy (Fig.  5), large number of 
cumulative acoustic emission events (Fig. 5) and approxi-
mately constant number of acoustic emission events per 
time interval (Fig. 11).

Figure 13 shows the scatter plots of amplitude versus 
duration for the linear part (prior to the initiation of crack 
growth) of the fracture energy for � = 0◦ , � = 41◦ , � = 58◦ 
and � = 88◦ , respectively. This plot does not show a clear 
difference between the different mode mixities. In all cases 
the AE signals have a low amplitude and low duration. The 
number of AE signals with amplitude in the area of 100 dB 

Fig. 11  Fracture energy, JR , and 
AE events (AE sensor 1) as a 
function of the end-opening, 
�∗ , for � = 88◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= 0.94 ). 

Every AE point is the sum of 
acoustic events in time interval 
�t = 0.05 s
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and long duration time ( > 10 ms) is very small. AE signals 
with such characteristics are present only for mode mixi-
ties of � = 0◦ and � = 41◦.

A small difference between the four mode mixities can 
be observed in the scatter plots of duration versus rise 
time (Fig. 14). AE signals with long duration time (> 10 ms) 

Fig. 12  Series of images, 
extracted from a video record-
ing, for a DCB specimen with 
� = 88◦ ( M

1
∕M

2
= 0.94 ) show-

ing the crack tip and fracture 
process zone

Fig. 13  AE results in the 
amplitude-duration projec-
tion for the linear part of 
the fracture energy, JRcr , 
curve under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.05] , 
b �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04] , 
c �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04] , d 
�∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04]
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and long rise time (> 5 ms) are observed only for the mode 
I dominated applied mode mixities ( � = 0◦ and � = 41◦).

Next, in Figs. 15 and 16 the scatter plots of amplitude 
versus duration for the rising and steady-state parts of the 
fracture energy are plotted for the four different mode 
mixities. A clear difference exists between the mode I 
dominated DCB specimens and mode mode II dominated 
specimens ( � = 58◦ and � = 88◦ ) in the rising part of the 
fracture energy curves (Fig. 15). The number of AE signals 
with an amplitude larger than 90 dB is much larger when 
� = 0◦ or � = 41◦ than when � = 58◦ or � = 88◦ . AE sig-
nals with duration longer than 10 ms are present only for 
� = 0◦ or � = 41◦ . It is interesting to observe that the 
strongest AE activity (large amplitude and long duration) is 
for � = 41◦ . In the steady-state part of the fracture energy 

curves, the overall pattern in the amplitude-duration 
projection does not change significantly for � = 0◦ and 
� = 41◦ . There are more AE signals with large amplitude 
and in particular long duration time. As in the rising part, 
this is more pronounced for � = 41◦ . At the same time, 
there are fewer AE signals with low amplitude and short 
duration time compared to the rising part of the fracture 
energy. More obvious differences between the rising part 
and the steady-state part of the fracture energy curves are 
observed for the mode II dominated DCB specimens and in 
particular for the near mode II case ( � = 88◦ ). The number 
of AE signals with large amplitude and long duration time 
is significantly reduced.

Figures 17 and 18 show the scatter plots of duration 
versus rise time for the rising part and steady-state parts of 

Fig. 14  AE results in the 
duration-rise time projec-
tion for the linear part of 
the fracture energy, JRcr , 
curve under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.05] , 
b �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04] , 
c �∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04] , d 
�∗ ∈ [0.0 − 0.04]

Fig. 15  AE results in the 
amplitude-duration projec-
tion for the non-linear part 
of the fracture energy, JRin , 
curve under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [0.05 − 1.06] , 
b �∗ ∈ [0.04 − 4.30] , 
c �∗ ∈ [0.04 − 3.15] , d 
�∗ ∈ [0.04 − 2.51]
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the fracture energy curves, respectively, for the four mode 
mixities. The differences between the mode I dominated 
DCB’s ( � = 0◦ or � = 41◦ ) and the mode II dominated 
DCB’s ( � = 58◦ or � = 88◦ ) are even more pronounced 
compared to Figs. 15 and 16. In the rising part of the frac-
ture energy curves and for � = 0◦ or � = 41◦ , there is a 
large number of AE signals with long duration and long 
rising time. Especially for � = 41◦ , there are AE signals with 
a duration time larger than 100 ms. In contrast, for � = 58◦ 
or � = 88◦ , there are no AE signals with a duration larger 
than 10 ms or a rising time longer than 6 ms. In the steady-
state part of the fracture energy curves and for � = 0◦ and 
in particular for � = 41◦ , the number of AE signals with 
long duration and long rising times increases significantly 
compared to the rising part of the fracture energy curves. 

For a mode mixity equal to � = 58◦ , there is almost no sig-
nificant difference between the rising and the steady-stare 
part of the fracture energy curves. However, for � = 88◦ 
(near mode II), a significant decrease of AE signals with 
large duration and long rising time is observed between 
the rising and the steady-state part of the fracture energy 
curve. In the steady-state part, the duration of the AE sig-
nals is well below 10 ms and the rising time less than 2 ms.

4  Discussion

Damage initiation, prior to crack growth initiation, can 
be successfully detected for any mode mixity using the 
AE events. Acoustic emission events start to occur within 

Fig. 16  AE results in the 
amplitude-duration projec-
tion for the steady-state part 
of the fracture energy, JRss , 
curve under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [4.34 − 8.67] , 
b �∗ ∈ [4.40 − 11.60] , 
c �∗ ∈ [4.17 − 9.71] , d 
�∗ ∈ [4.45 − 9.24]

Fig. 17  AE results in the 
duration-rise time projec-
tion for the non-linear part 
of the fracture energy curve, 
JRin

 , under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [0.05 − 1.06] , 
b �∗ ∈ [0.04 − 4.30] , 
c �∗ ∈ [0.04 − 3.15] , d 
�∗ ∈ [0.04 − 2.51]
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the linear part of the fracture energy curves indicating the 
presence of one or more damage mechanisms. However, 
it is not straightforward, in general, to use the AE events 
to differentiate the rinsing part from the steady-state part 
of the fracture energy curves since once the non-linearity 
starts, the number of acoustic events reaches a plateau 
value. In some cases however, e.g. for near mode II, this 
may be possible since at steady-state the number of AE 
events per time interval is fairly constant, in contrast to the 
rising part of the fracture energy curve where the number 
of AE events may significantly drop in some time intervals.

Using the AE temporal features (Fig. 4), it is possible 
to clearly differentiate mode I from mode II dominated 
delaminations. Using the energy AE feature (Fig.  4) or 
other projections of AE results than the ones presented 
here (amplitude versus duration or duration versus rise 
time) yielded similar results i.e. there was a clear differ-
ence between mode I and mode II dominated delamina-
tions. Mode I dominated delaminations are characterised 
by presence of a large number of AE signals with high 
amplitude and long duration and rise time. On the other 
hand, for mode II dominated cracks, there are no AE sig-
nals with long duration and rise time or high amplitude. 
Long duration ( > 15 ms) and high amplitude AE events 
(in the range 75–90 dB) are typically associated with fibre 
breaks, whereas AE events with a duration time less than 
10 ms and amplitude in the 40–60 dB range are related 
to interface debonding [35, 36]. Friction results in AE sig-
nals with duration in the order of 5 ms. Additional failure 
mechanisms, with short duration and low amplitude, may 
include matrix cracking and failure of the stitching fibres 
(see Fig. 12). Thus, for any mode mixity, the AE signals 
related to fibre breakage is significantly less than for the 
other low amplitude, short duration failure mechanisms. 

Similar findings were reported for glass/epoxy composites 
tested under mode I [26]. Interface debonding and friction 
are the main failure mechanisms contributing to the frac-
ture energy. The contribution from fibre breakages (high 
energy) is limited due to their small number. The steady-
state fracture energy for mode II is several times the mode 
I steady-state fracture energy. A much larger fracture pro-
cess zone for near mode II (Fig. 3) compared to mode I 
(Fig. 12) will result in a significantly larger amount of dissi-
pative failure mechanisms and thus to a larger steady-state 
fracture energy. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the AE events 
for near mode II is approximately 3 times larger than for 
mode I. As a next step, it would be interesting to apply pat-
tern recognition techniques to detect and separate the AE 
signals to clusters representing the different failure mecha-
nisms mentioned above [24, 26, 37, 38].

Small variations from specimen to specimen, for the 
same loading conditions, were observed when the AE 
events were plotted against the opening �∗ e.g. Fig. 5. 
More precisely, during crack propagation, the time inter-
vals with low or no AE activity varied from specimen to 
specimen due to nearly always present variations within 
the bridging zone. However, the main characteristics of AE 
activity, i.e. duration versus amplitude or rise versus dura-
tion (Figs. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18) were repeatable between 
DCB specimens under the same loading conditions. It 
should be noted that for the specific composite materials 
tested in the present work, due to the 90◦ bundles (support 
threads), weak and relatively resin rich layers are present 
between the 0◦ fibres. The delaminations initiate and grow 
mainly in these layers. Thus, local micro-structure varia-
tions, such as 0◦ fibre positions, probably have a smaller 
effect on the J and AE observations for the same loading 
conditions compared to a pure unidirectional composite.

Fig. 18  AE results in the 
duration-rise time projec-
tion for the steady-state part 
of the fracture energy, JRss , 
curve under different mode 
mixities: a �∗ ∈ [4.34 − 8.67] , 
b �∗ ∈ [4.40 − 11.60] , 
c �∗ ∈ [4.17 − 9.71] , d 
�∗ ∈ [4.45 − 9.24]
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All the AE results presented in the previous section were 
from AE sensor 1 (close to the initial crack). Using the AE 
events from sensor 2 (far away from the crack tip even at 
steady-state) resulted in identical results (e.g. amplitude 
versus duration or duration versus rise time). The number 
of cumulative AE events was however in average 20% 
lower than the AE events detected from sensor 1.

In practice, most of the delamination cracks in a struc-
ture initiate and propagate under fatigue loading. Using 
AE to detect and identify a growing, in particular mode II 
dominated, delamination, may be challenging since the 
AE events will be characterised by even lower amplitudes 
and duration or rise times than the ones reported in the 
present work (static loading). Under fatigue, the AE sig-
nals from interface debonding or friction may be similar 
to the noise AE events (low amplitude and short duration 
[35]). A complex geometry or interaction with other fail-
ure mechanisms also adds to the identification estimation 
challenges.

A secondary finding of the present study is that the 
steady-state fracture energy does not continuously 
increase with increasing the mode mixity (Fig. 5). A com-
mon practice it is test composite materials under pure 
mode I and pure mode II and then use a mixed-mode frac-
ture criterion [32, 39, 40] to calculate the fracture energy 
at any mix-mode. Most mixed-mode fracture criteria pre-
dict a continuous increase of the fracture energy with the 
mode mixity. It is clear from Fig. 5 that this assumption is 
not general and that mixed mode experiments should be 
performed in a wide range of mode mixities. Moreover, 
mixed-mode fracture criteria are often used to formulate 
cohesive constitutive laws for finite element simulations 
of fracture. Using the same argument, it is more accurate 
to use directly the fracture energy dependence on mode 
mixity, such as the experimental results of Fig. 5, in the 
cohesive constitutive law [41], rather than using interpo-
lation schemes between pure mode I and pure mode II.

In the previous section, the mode-mixity was described 
by � which is strictly applicable to LEFM. For the compos-
ite material examined in the present work, fibre bridging 
results in a large fracture process zone. In this case, it is 
more appropriate to describe the mode mixity by the 
phase angle of openings, � , defined as the ratio of tan-
gential to the normal opening [42]. Apart from the case 
of mode I (see Fig. 3) where � = �  , for any other mode 
mixity � ≠ � . Moreover, � does not have a constant value 
but varies along the fracture process zone. This is clearly 
shown in Fig. 12 where it can be seen that at the actual 
crack tip, the crack is closed and loaded under mode II. 
Behind the crack tip and towards to the initial crack tip 
position, the normal opening component continuously 
increases i.e. there is an increasing mode I component. 
Every material point within the fracture process zone 

during the loading history experiences a varying mode 
mixity from near mode II to a mode I dominated mode 
mixity (see Fig. 12c). Even, there is a strong mode I com-
ponent for � = 88◦ , this is not reflected in the AE events 
and AE temporal features.

5  Concluding remarks

In the present work the acoustic emission characteristics 
of unidirectional glass/epoxy composites were investi-
gated under different mode mixities using double can-
tilever beam specimens loaded with pure uneven bend-
ing moments. It was found that the number of acoustic 
events per time interval is the approximately the same 
for any mode mixity but the cumulative acoustic events 
are much larger for mode II dominated delaminations. 
Using simple acoustic emission temporal features, it was 
possible to correlate the mode mixity with the acoustic 
emission activity. For any mode mixity the fracture energy 
increase to a steady-state value was associated with low 
energy mechanisms such as friction or interface debond-
ing. Fibre breakages were detected only in mode I domi-
nated delaminations but their contribution to the fracture 
energy was minor.
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